SAFE, EFFECTIVE,
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY..

Where disruption has to be minimized
and survivability of the business is
critical,
clean,
safe
and
environmentally friendly
FM-200 is
the perfect choice.
Electrically non-conductive, FM-200
occupies minimal storage space and
has zero
effect
on the earth’s
stratospheric ozone layer. Its primary
action is through cooling the fire and
removing heat energy so that the
combustion
reaction
cannot
be
sustained.
Safety is not an issue. In fact, FM-200
has even been used as a replacement
for CFC propellants in pharmaceutical
inhalers. It is the ideal long term
replacement agent and the
gas is
approved by UL, FM, LPCB and listed
in the NFPA 2001.
Furthermore
FM-200
contains
no
particles
or residues,
therefore
it
requires no clean-up after discharge. It
also virtually eliminate the risk of
damage to delicate equipment caused
by the extinguishant itself.

APPLICATIONS :-









Computer areas
Gas turbines
Oil industry installations
Telecommunications
Power generation
Shipping
Museums and archives

FM-200 is known chemically as Heptafluoropropane (HFC 227ea)
FM-200 is a registered trademark of Dupont

CYLINDERS & ACCESSORIES

BENEFITS :-











In compliance with ISO 14520
Meets NFPA 2001 standards
Discharges within 10 seconds
Flexible range of cylinder sizes
Choice of various types of activation
Durability through solid brass valves
Optional Pressure Monitoring Switches
Versatile range of Nozzles
UL Listed

Discharge
Nozzles

Solenoid
Actuator

Pneumatic
Actuator

FM200 CONTAINER
The agent storage vessel consist of a container fitted with a valve and internal
siphon tube, factory filled with FM200 and super pressurized with nitrogen to 25
bar. Containers are finished in Gloss Enamel Red and are available in various
sizes.
Part No.

Nominal Vol.
(Litres)

Outlet Size
(mm)

Dimension A
(nominal) (mm)

Diameter
(mm)

570003

8

25

304

254

570004

16

25

502

254

570005

32

25

833

254

570006

52

50

596

406

570007

106

50

1021

406

570008

147

50

1354

406

570009

180

50

1634

406

570346

343

80

1466

610

Solenoid Actuator c/w
Manual Override

Manual `Strike’
Actuator

FIRE ALARM, DETECTION AND AUDIO VISUAL DEVICES

TYPES OF GAS RELEASE CONTROL PANELS AVAILABLE :-

`POTTER’ Gas Release Panel
UL Listed & FM Approved

`Pinaco Gas Release Panel
to meet Singapore CP10
requirements

`Pinaco Gas Release Panel
Model MPC-301
for single hazard protection
to BS-EN requirements

AUDIO / VISUAL ALARM DEVICES :-

Sirens, strobes and alarm bells
operate at various stages of
alarm for evacuation
before system discharge.

Visual warning flashing lights
includes ‘Evacuate Area Immediately’
and ‘Gas Discharged’ signage .

FM200 Entrance Caution and
Manual Release signage.

DETECTION & INITIATING DEVICES :-

Aspirating
Smoke Detector

Various types of detectors to
suit various hazard condition

Manual Release
Station

Manual Abort
Station

TYPICAL SYSTEM LAYOUT

In-house gas refilling facilities
reduces customers’ down time to a
minimum during emergencies

Our warehouse is stocked with a
comprehensive range of products
inventory to ensure prompt deliveries
and logistics support to our
Customers.

Projects are carefully planned
and designed with Computer
Hydraulic Calculations by our
experienced staff.

Due to constant improvement in our products, we reserved the right to modify or withdraw any product or service without prior notice.
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